Every mile with a smile !
The LD Lines Network offers ferry crossings that connect France
to both England and Spain. The modern fleet operated by LD Lines
under its own flag and that of Transmanche Ferries will provide you
with a comfortable journey and superb onboard services.

Portsmouth > Le Havre

Our timetables
PORTSMOUTH - LE HAVRE / LE HAVRE - PORTSMOUTH

Set sail for France !

Monday to Sunday
Departure Portsmouth

Arrival Le Havre

Crossing Time

23h00

08h00

08h00

One daily return crossing

Departure Le Havre

Arrival Portsmouth

Crossing Time

With Portsmouth only 90 minutes from London, our Le Havre route
is the ideal starting point for making the most of what Normandy
or the Loire Valley has to offer. Or why not visit the French capital?
Paris is only a 2 hour drive away!

17h00

21h30

05h30

C = 100%
M = 72%
J = 0%
N = 32%

C = 0%
M = 100%
J = 66%
N = 13%

NEWHAVEN - DIEPPE / DIEPPE - NEWHAVEN

Newhaven (Brighton) > Dieppe
Two daily return crossings
It only takes 4 hours by ferry to reach the north coast of France, with
its charming characteristically French villages and seaside resorts,
such as Deauville. Or if you prefer city breaks, Dieppe is only 50
minutes from Rouen and 2 hours from Paris!

Departure Newhaven

Arrival Dieppe

Crossing Time

10h00

15h00

04h00

23h00

04h00

04h00

Departure Dieppe

Arrival Newhaven

Crossing Time

St-Nazaire > Gijón

05h30

08h30

04h00

Three weekly return crossings

18h00

21h00

04h00

We offer you a more economical and comfortable alternative to
driving to Spain. Safer and more environmentally-friendly, we will
also save you time by allowing you to continue your journey whilst
you sleep in a comfortable cabin, have a meal in our restaurant or
relax on deck.

Sailing times may be subject to change due to tidal restrictions

ST-NAZAIRE - GIJóN / GIJóN - ST-NAZAIRE
Departure St-Nazaire
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Day

Departure

Arrival

Crossing Time

Monday & Wednesday

21h00

12h00

15h00

Friday

23h59

15h00

15h00

Day

Departure

Arrival

Crossing Time

Tuesday & Thursday

21h00

12h00

15h00

Sunday

16h00

07h00

15h00

RCS Nanterre 449 952 993 - 06/12

Monday to Sunday

Departure Gijón

*RORO terminal Montoir-de-Bretagne

Bookings : LDlines.com

Gijón

Phone : 0844 576 8836

Quality across the board
Scan me to go further with LD Lines*
Freight & Passengers

*Requires a 3G or Wifi connection.

Portsmouth > Le Havre Newhaven > Dieppe ST-NAZAIRE > Gijón

FRANCE

FRANCE

Set sail for France !

Enjoy the romance of Paris !

France is only four hours from Newhaven and a night’s sleep
from Portsmouth! Set off on a journey to discover the most
beautiful regions in France. Our excellent onboard service
combined with comfortable accommodation will make your
Western Channel crossing a truly relaxing experience. Whether
it’s just the two of you, the whole family or with friends sail with
us on your next holiday!
A change of scenery in Normandy and Brittany
Normandy has an extraordinary wealth of different attractions on offer.
Whether it be the cliffs of Etretat and the famous «Hollow Needle» or
the immense beaches of the Normandy Landings, the Normandy coast
has some outstanding scenery on offer. Halfway between the coast
and Paris, you will find Rouen, with its impressive gothic cathedral,
the renaissance tower of the Gros Horloge and its fine art museum,
the Musée des Beaux-Arts, which houses an exceptional collection of
paintings.Heading towards Brittany, you will be charmed by the magic
of Mont-Saint-Michel. Then, let yourself be seduced by the Breton
countryside; with its temperate climate and unspoilt natural beauty, it
is a region rich in history and Celtic traditions.

Deauville

Brittany lighthouse

SPAIN

Set sail for Spain !

What would a trip to France be without being amazed at the wonders
of the most romantic city in world? Be sure to visit its iconic and
unusual sights: The Eiffel Tower and its 1665 steps, Montmartre and
the artists who flock there, the Louvre and its famous pyramid…Or
perhaps you fancy doing a bit of shopping and taking in some high
fashion? You will certainly enjoy the department stores on Boulevard
Haussmann and the pretty designer boutiques which are found in
abundance around the capital. For those of you who like to take in the
sights, let yourself be tempted by a trip along the Seine with Bateaux
Mouches®: amazing scenery guaranteed! Museums, brasseries,
culture, fashion and design: Paris is sure to seduce you!

The tranquillity of the Pays de la Loire
Discover the chateaux and history of the Loire; only a 4 hour drive from
Le Havre or 4.5 hours from Dieppe. Follow in the footsteps of Louis
XIV or François 1st, taking in the impressive scale of the chateaux of
Chambord, Chenonceau, Blois… For the wine-lovers amongst you,
the Loire Valley is a must; as France’s third largest wine-growing
region, and featured on the UNESCO World Heritage list, this will be
a real experience for you!

Chenonceau

Chambord

Save yourself 1000 km of long and tedious motorway driving to
Spain ! Reach Asturias by sea - LD Lines makes three return
night crossings per week between Saint-Nazaire and Gijón on a
vessel combining comfort, quality and safety ensure you arrive
at your destination on top form.
Discover Asturias !
A maritime region with a mild and pleasant climate all year round,
Asturias offers a spectacular natural setting including both coastal
and mountainous scenery. Visit Oviedo, the principality’s capital,
famous for its churches and cathedrals and classed as a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO. Make the most of the magnificent beaches
in Gijón and Llanes and discover the Luarca fishing tradition of
Luraca, a truly charming coastal village.
From Asturias, feeling relaxed and rested after your sea crossing, you
can easily travel further into the heart of Spain or Portugal.

Luarca

Llanes

